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Alternative DNS Servers: Choice and Deployment, and Optional SQL/LDAP Back-EndsUIT Cambridge Ltd., 2008

	
		Providing a complete survey of DNS (Domain Name System) servers, this reference outlines the most suitable types of servers for varying scenarios. Addressing performance and security issues, this resource describes in detail the ideal scenarios for each server. Additional topics discussed include how DNS...
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Modeling with Data: Tools and Techniques for Scientific ComputingPrinceton Press, 2008
I am a psychiatric geneticist but my degree is in neuroscience, which means that I now do far more statistics than I have been trained for. I cannot overstate to you the magnitude of the change in my productivity since finding this book. Even after reading the first few chapters, which explain why data analysis is painful and how one can implement...
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Motivate to Win: How to Motivate Yourself and OthersKogan Page, 2009

	Motivate to Win begins with the definition of motivation and goes on to consider its many implications for improving one's business and personal life.  Including sections on confidence, goal-setting, and communication, this book will help readers who want to motivate themselves or those around them.


	
...
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The Physics of SuperheroesGotham, 2005
If superheroes stepped off the comic book page or silver screen and into reality, could they actually work their wonders in a world constrained by the laws of physics? How strong would Superman have to be to “leap tall buildings in a single bound”? Could Storm of the X-Men possibly control the weather? And how many cheeseburgers would...
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Desktop GIS: Mapping the Planet with Open Source ToolsPragmatic Bookshelf, 2008
Desktop GIS explores the world of Open Source GIS software and provides a guide to navigate the many options available. Discover what kind of GIS user you are and lay the foundation to evaluate the options and decide what software is best for you.
  Desktop GIS examines the challenges associated with assembling and using an...
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Critical Survey of Mystery and Detective FictionSalem Press, 2008

	This is a comprehensive survey of mystery and detective fiction that covers more than 390 writers and includes overviews on more than three dozen aspects of the genre.Continuing the Salem Press tradition of "Critical Survey" series, "Critical Survey of Mystery and Detective Fiction, Revised Edition" provides detailed...
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Playful DesignRosenfeld Media, 2012


	Playful Design is primarily written for designers of conventional software,

	websites, mobile apps, and other computer-mediated user experiences

	who are looking for novel approaches to creating compelling, satisfying,

	and enjoyable designs. It’s well suited to anyone who specializes in

	human-computer interaction, digital...
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Domesday: The Inquest and the BookOxford University Press, 2000
Domesday Book is the oldest and most precious of the public records, but historians still disagree on its purpose. In arguing that the writing of Domesday Book was no part of the Domesday survey, this book proposed a solution to a riddle that will change our perception of the Norman Conquest and Norman kingship.

EVERYONE HAS HEARD of...
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Handbook of Face RecognitionSpringer, 2005

	Face recognition has a large number of applications, including security, person verification, Internet communication, and computer entertainment. Although research in automatic face recognition has been conducted since the 1960s, this problem is still largely unsolved. Recent years have seen significant progress in this area owing to advances...
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A Companion to Rhetoric and Rhetorical Criticism (Blackwell Companions to Literature and Culture)John Wiley & Sons, 2004

	The essays in A Companion to Rhetoric and Rhetorical Criticism explore rhetoric as a practical art of deliberation and judgment, best taught and learned through concrete examples of argument, interpretation, and criticism. Historically and in our own time scholars have shown that rhetoric can very well be theorized in the strong sense that...
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Genetics in Ophthalmology (Developments in Ophthalmology) (v. 37)Karger, 2003

	The objective of this publication is to enhance mutual understanding and communication between ophthalmologists, molecular geneticists, genetic counselors and biomedical researchers. In the introductory chapter, current genetic paradigms and experimental genetic approaches relevant to the nature of hereditary disorders are discussed. The...
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Essentials of Economics - Standalone book (Irwin Economics)McGraw-Hill, 2016

	Written specifically for the one semester survey of economics course, Schiller’s Essentials of Economics is known for seeking the best possible answers to the basic questions of WHAT, HOW, and FOR WHOM to produce. As in earlier editions, the tenth edition strives to arouse interest in economic theories by illustrating them in the...
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